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ABSTRACT 
This paper deals with similarities of class Cr, in particular reduction of class CP 
to Jordan form and unitary triangularization of class Cp of a matrix function. The main 
result is applied to establish a method to lower the order of nonlinear matrix 
differential equations belonging to a broad class of equations. In particular, this 
method permits one to transform nonlinear equations of the first order into an 
algebraic equation joint to a linear differential equation of the first order. The method 
is applied to the matrix differential equation XX’ - X’X = X, and a particular solution 
is easily obtained. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The subject of this paper originates 
matrix differential equation 
X( t)x’( t) = X’( t)X( t) 
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which was solved by I. J. Epstein [2] by substituting into it 
where J(t) is in Jordan form and P(t) is invertible. This substitution raises 
the problem of the differentiability of P. This differentiability has been 
established in [9], in the case where X is a matrix function of class C’ of one 
real variable and of constant Jordan structure, by means of the Kronecker 
product. 
The first objective of this paper is to establish the existence of an n X n 
matrix function P of class CP and of rank n such that 
A(t) = P(t)B(t)P(t)-’ vt E i-l 
when A and B are n X n matrix functions of class CP, defined on a domain 
fl c W CP-diffeomorphic to RF, having a constant Jordan structure, and such 
that A(t) and B(t) are similar for every t E fi. The second objective of this 
paper is to extend the method that I. J. Epstein used to solve the equation 
XX’ = X’X to a class of matrix differential equations. 
Section 2 deals with the block diagonalization of class Cp, permitting one 
to separate the eigenvalues of a matrix function. Section 3 establishes the 
main result of this paper, namely Theorem 3.7, on similarities of class Cp. 
Lemma 3.2 permits one to avoid the method of the Kronecker product used 
in [9]. Section 4 deals with the unitary triangularization of class Cp of a 
matrix function satisfying the hypothesis that its Jordan structure is constant. 
The problem of removing this hypothesis remains open, as well as in 
Theorem 3.7. Section 5 extends the method used by I. J. Epstein to solve the 
nonlinear matrix differential equation XX’ = X’X to the class C of equations 
described in Theorem 5.2 (equations of the form (a)). This method permits 
one to transform a differential equation of order p belonging to d into a 
differential equation of order < p - 1, which generally does not belong to 8, 
joined to a linear differential equation of order 1. Section 6 presents an 
application of the method of Section 5 to the nonlinear matrix differential 
equation 
XX’- X’X = x, 
permitting one to get a particular solution easily. 
This paper suggests problems of generalizations in three directions: 
(1) Generalizations from the case where the domain fi is V-diffeomor- 
phic to Rq to the case where n is a contractible open subset of IV, or of a 
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Banach space. Important results in this direction have already been estab- 
lished in [6], where R is a compact subset of W. 
(2) Generalizations from the case where A E [Cp(sZ, C>p Xn to the case 
A E R”‘“, where R is a ring whose properties are to be determined. 
Important results in this direction have already been established in [lo], [ll], 
[12], and 1191. 
(3) Generalizations from the case where A(t) is a matrix to the case 
where A(t) is an operator. Important results in this direction have already 
been established in [6]. 
It may be useful to observe that all the results of this paper are also valid 
when fi is a disjoint union of domains C”-diffeomorphic to W. In particular, 
when 9 = 1, fi may be a disjoint union of open intervals, that is to say any 
open subset of R. 
As in [4], the analytic case is not considered in this paper. Many results 
on this case have been established in [?‘, 8, 10, 11, 15-17, 19, 21-231. 
The notation used in this paper is the standard one of [I71 and [4], with 
the following adjunctions: If A E CnXn, then X(A) denotes the Segre charac- 
teristic of A (that is to say, the list of the sizes of the Jordan blocks of A for 
every eigenvalue of A: see [17, p. 241]), and if (Y E C is an eigenvalue of A, 
then ,Y(A, a) denotes the part of the Segre characteristic of A associated 
with (Y (see [17, p. 2411). Let us recall that CFx” denotes the subset of Cnxn 
of all the matrices with rank r. 
2. BLOCK DIAGONALIZATION OF CLASS Cp 
LEMMA 2.1 (Constancy of the multiplicities of continuous roots of a 
continuously parametrized polynomial). Let R be a connected topological 
space. Let n,sE{1,2 ,... ), c0 ,..., c,, (Ye ,..., a,~CO(fi,@) be such thatfor 
every ten, c,(t)+0 and al(t),..., a,(t) are the distinct roots of the 
polynomial defined by 
p(z, t) = 5 Ci( t)z”, 2 E c. 
i=O 
Then the multiplicities of these roots are constant. 
Proof. For every t E R, let respectively m,(t),. . .,m,(t> denote the 
multiplicities of the roots a,(t), . . . , a,(t) of the polynomial z c* p(z, t). If 
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s = 1, then m, = n is constant, because c, does not vanish on a. Let us 
suppose that s > 1. Let t, E 0. Let k E {I,. . ., s}. Let mak = mk(t,). Let 
Because rnok is the multiplicity of ok(tO), we have s,(t,) z 0. Since 6, is 
continuous, there exists a neighborhood R, C R of t, such that for every 
t E a,, s,(t) # 0, which implies that m,(t) < mk(t,). 
Let R,=R,n ** . fl R,. Let t E s1,. Since m,(t) < mar,. . ., m,(t) < 
mo,, and 
m,(t) + f * . + m,(t) = n = mol + * f * + m,,, 
it follows that m,(t) = m,,, . . . , m,(t) = m,,. Thus ml,. . . , m, are constant on 
Ro.Byvirtueof[3,Lemma2.1],ml,...,m,areconstanton~. n 
THEOREM 2.2 (Separation of the eigenvalues of a matrix function by block 
diagonalization of class CP, with blocks in prescribed order). Let &I c W be 
CP-diffeomorphic to W. Let A E CP(R,Q=“Xn) and aI,. . . , (Y, E CP(QC) be 
suchthatforeueyt~~, a,(t),..., a,(t) are the distinct eigenvalues of A(t). 
Then the respective algebraic multiplicities m,, . . . , m, of these eigenvalues are 
constant, and there exist A, E CP(O,Q=mlXml), . . . , A, E Cp(Q6Zm~Xm*), P E 
CPU&a=,nx”) such that 
A= Pdiag[A,,...,A,]P-‘, 
u(Al(t))={(.Yl(t)},..., ~(A,(t))=b,(t)) Qt E Sz 
Proof. As fl is homeomorphic to R q, it is connected. By Lemma 2.1, the 
respective algebraic multiplicities m,, . . . , m, of the eigenvalues cyr, . . . , as of 
A are constant. Let k E (1,. . . , s}. By [17, Proposition 6.6.1, p. 2391, rank(A - 
ffkIn)mk = n - mk, which is constant. Therefore, by virtue of [4, Theorem 
8.23, there exists Pk E CP(n,ck:“‘k) such that Im Pk = Ker(A - CX~I”)~~. 
Then, by [ 17, Theorem 6.2.3, p. 2261, 
Im[A(t)Pk(t)] =Im Pdt) VtER. 
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As rank Pk = mk is constant, it follows by [4, Corollary 4.21 that there exists 
A, E Cp(fi,a)m~Xm~ ) such that P,A, = AZ’,. Let P = [Pi . . . PSI. By [17, 
Theorem 6.1.2, p. 2221, P E CP(QCixn). On the other hand, 
Af’= [AZ’, *a. AP,] = [ P,A, **. P,A,] = Pdiag[A,,...,A,]. 
Let t, E 52 and k E {l,. . . , s}. Let us show that a(A,(t,>) = {cxk(@). Let 
&, E a(A,(t,)), and let b, be a corresponding eigenvector of A,(t,). For 
every i E {O, 1,. . .I, let vi = [A(t,)- ak(t,)Z,l”Pk(t,,)b,. Then o,~ = 0, be- 
cause Im Pk = Ker(A - CX~Z~)~~, and va # 0, because b, # 0 and rank Pk = 
mk. It follows that there exists i E (1,. . . , mk) such that vi = 0 and vi- 1 + 0. 
The equality vi = 0 implies that A(to)vi_i = ok(t,,)vi_i. Hence ok(&) E 
o(A,(t,)) and 
~~(t~)vi-~=[A(t~)-~~(t~)‘n]i-lA(’~)’~(’~)b~ 
= [A(&) - (Yk(tO)Znli-lPk(tO)Ak(tO)bO = Povi-1> 
which implies that & = ok(tO). Thus, cr(AL(tO)) = {o,(t,)l. n 
COROLLARY 2.3 (Separation of the eigenvalues of a matrix function by 
block diagonalization of class Cp). Let fl c W be CP-dzffeomorphic to Rq. 
Z..et A E CP( R, ,“x”) be such that the number s of eigenvalues of A(t) does 
not depend on t ER. Then there exist m, ,..., m,E{l,..., n}, a1 ,..., (Y,E 
CP(QC), A, E CP(fl,Q=m~Xm~), . . .  A, E Cp(fl,Q=m,Xm,), P E CP(&@,nx”) 
such that 
A = Pdiag[A,,...,A,] P-l, 
a(Al(t)) = {&))‘...’ a(A,(t)) = {a,(t)) VtEn. 
Proof. Since R is homeomorphic to Rq, it is simply connected. There- 
fore, by virtue of 116, Theorem 5.13(a), p. 1341, there exist (~i,. . . , CY, E 
CP(R,C) such that for every t E Cl, a,(t), . . . , e,(t) are the s distinct 
eigenvalues of A(t). The conclusion is obtained by applying Theorem 2.2. m 
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3. SIMILARITIES OF CLASS Cp 
NOTATION. For every n~{1,2 ,... }, j~{l,..., n), let e,!’ be the jth 
column of I,. Let Joi = [O], and for every n E {2,3,. . .}, let 
denote the n X n nilpotent Jordan block. Let 
I”(4 = ffz, + lo, VnE{1,2 ,... },aEC. 
LEMMA 3.1. The elementary nilpotent Jordan matrix Jo, satisfies the 
following equation: 
(IgT,)“-l~~~l-i+]On(JOT,)i+l=(lgTn)i ViE{O,l,...,n-11). 
Proof. If n = 1, the conclusion is trivial, with the convention 0; = I,. 
Let us suppose that n > 1. For every j E (1,. . . , n}, let ej = ejf denote the jth 
column of I,. The relation 
eiejTe, eT = Sjk e, er Vi,j,k,lE{l,..., n) 
implies by induction that 
]A, = eleT+i + . * * + e,_,ei, 
(l~~)‘=(~~,)‘=el+,eT+ *.* +e eT_. n n I ViE{O,...,n-11. 
It follows that 
(]~n)“-l]~;l-i = e eT_. 
” ” tp 
]on(]&)i+l = el+ieF+ *-* + e,-leT;-i-l Vi E (0,. . . , n -2)) 
(JCL)” = cGJT = O”, 
which implies the conclusion. H 
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The following lemma is established in a much more general form in 
[ll, Theorem 4.21 and in [12]. To make this paper self-contained, we furnish 
here a direct proof valid in our particular setting. 
LEMMA 3.2 (Roth’s removal rule: Block diagonalization of block-triangular 
matrices). Let mE(2,3 ,... }, kE{1,2 ,... }, n=m+k. Let AE@“~“, BE 
Cmxk, and C E Ckxk be such that 
I B 
A= “d” [ 1 c ’ A"=O. 
Let 
m-1 
X = - c (J&$BC’-‘, L x 
i=l 
P= o 
[ 1 
I . 
k 
Then A = Pdiag[],,,Cl P-l. 
Proof. It is easy to check that AP = P diag[Jo,,Cl if and only if 
XC - J,,,X = B. Let us show that X satisfies this equation. As <J,‘,)” = 0, 
- xc + B + jo,x = mcl [ (J:,)j - J&im)‘+l]BCi. 
j=O 
Hence, by Lemma 3.1, 
m-l 
-XC+B+J,,X=(J,T,)“-’ c J,“,‘-‘BCj. (1) 
j=O 
On the other hand it is easy to check by induction that 
~$+;Jo”,- 1 jBCj 
Ck 1 
Vk E (1,2,...}. (2) 
As A” = 0 by hypothesis, (1) and (2) imply that - XC + B + Jo,X = 0. w 
LEMMA 3.3 (Similarity of class Cp to a constant nilpotent matrix). Let 
R c RQ be CP-difiomorphic to RQ. Let A E Cp(fl,c”““) and No E a=““” be 
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such that N, is nilpotent and jbr every t E R, A(t) is similar to N,. Then there 
exists P E CP(il,~~““) such that A = PN,,P-‘. 
Proof. Let us prove this lemma by induction on n. If n = 1, then 
N,, = 0, A = 0, and P = [l] is suitable. Let n, E {Z, 3,. . . } be such that the 
lemma is valid for every n E (1,. . . , n, - 1). Let us suppose that n = no. Let 
m denote the index of nilpotency of N,,. By definition of m, N,“-’ # 0, and 
from the hypothesis, for every t E R, A(t)“-’ is similar to N,“-‘. Conse- 
quently, rank A”- ’ = rank N,“- ’ > 0 is constant. Therefore, by virtue of 
14, Theorem 8.21, there exists v E CP(&Cno) such that 
v(t)E[KerA(t)“‘-‘I*, v(t)#O VtEn. 
Let 
9k =/y-k v Vk E{l,...,m], Q1=[91 *.* 9,]. 
By [17, Theorem 6.4.1, p. 2321, Q1 E Cp(~,Q=~x”‘). On the other hand, it 
follows directly from the definitions that 
AQ,=[Aq, A9, ..* A&] =[Amv Am-‘0 ..a Au] 
‘[O 91 *** 9m-11 
=[91 ..* 94 = QJom 
If m = n, then rank Qi = n, A = QIJomQ;‘, and Jo, and N, are similar, 
that is to say, there exists P, E ,:xn such that J,, = P,N,, PG ‘. So, in the 
case m = n, the conclusion is obtained with P = Q1 PO, because 
A = QJ,,,Q;‘= Q,P,N,,P,-‘Q;‘= PN,P-? 
Let us suppose that m < n. Then, by [4, Theorem 8.21, there exists 
Qa E CP(R,Q3,_, nx(n-m)) such that Im Qa = (ImQl)‘. Let Q = [Q1 QJ. It is 
obvious that Q E CP( a, @ Ix”). Let B and C be the submatrices of Q-‘AQ, 
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defined by 
B 
[ I c 
= Q-'AQ,, 
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where B has m rows. Then 
AQ=[AQ, AQ,] = [ QJom Q[ ;]] = QT, 
where 
J B 
T= “6” [ I c . 
Since T(t), A(t), N,, are similar for every t E R and N,” = 0, it follows that 
T” = 0 too. Therefore, by Lemma 3.2, there exists R E CP(sZ,@~““) such 
that T = RDR-‘, where D = diag[j,,,, C]. Since N, is nilpotent of index m, 
there exists a nilpotent Jordan matrix J;, E C (n-m)x(n-“‘) of index < m, and 
there exists Pa E CEx” such that N, = P,,J,,P~‘, where Jo = diag[Jam,~a]. 
Let t E fZ. Let J(C(t)) b e a Jordan form of C(t). The similarity of D(t), 
T(t), A(t), N,,, and Jo implies that diag[JO,m,J(C(t))l and Jo are two Jordan 
forms of A(t). Consequently, by the uniqueness of the Jordan form of A(t), 
the Jordan matrices J(C(t 1) and J, are similar. Thus C(t) is similar to J’, for 
every t E a. Therefore, by the induction hypothesis, there exists S E 
C?‘(fi, C~:,)x(“-‘n)) such that C = S&S-‘. Thus, in the case m < n, the 
conclusion is obtained with 
P=QRdiag[Z,,S]Z’i’, 
because, by the above relations, A = PN,P-‘. n 
LEMMA 3.4 (Similarity of class Cp in the one eigenvalue case). Let 
R CW be CP-diffeomorphic to lRq. Let A, B E CP(fl,c”““) have the same 
constant Segre characteristic and have the same spectrum containing one 
eigenvalue only. Then there exists P E Cp(R,@~X”) such that A = PBP-‘. 
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Proof. Since A possesses one eigenvalue only, this eigenvalue is 
Let A = al, - A and lz? = cwl, - B. Then A and B have the same constant 
Segre characteristic as A, and their only eigenvalue is 0. Let t, E 0. It 
follows that for every t E fi, A(t) and B(t) are similar to the nilpotent matrix 
N, = Act,,). Therefore, by virtue of Lemma 3.3, there exist PA, PB E 
Cp(QC~““> such that A= PANOPil and fi= PBN,,Pil. Then the conclu- 
sion is obtained with P = PA Pi ‘. n 
To prove the constancy of the Segre characteristic of the blocks obtained 
by block diagonalization, we will use the following well-known lemma: 
LEMMA 3.5 (Determination of the Segre characteristic by a family of 
ranks). Let M E Cnxn. Let p E C be an eigenvalue of M, and let m denote 
its algebraic multiplicity. For every k E (1,2,. . .I, let nk denote the number of 
Jordan blocks equal to Jn(p) in the Jordan fm of M. For every k E 
(0,1,2,. . .), let rk = rank(M - pZ,jk. Then 
cc 
rk=n-m+ C ink+i VkE[O,1,2 I... ), 
i=l 
nk = rk-l -2rk + rk+l Vk l (1,2,...). 
For the proof, see for example [5, Theorem 1.41, p. 311, [14, Theorem 4, 
p. 1251, [18, Corollary 11.12, p. 821, and [20, pp. 26-281. 
The following lemma can be deduced from results on perturbation of the 
Jordan structure of a matrix, in particular from [8, p. 4941 and [22, lemma of 
p. 851. We furnish a direct proof. The key idea is the lower semicontinuity of 
the rank function. 
LEMMA 3.6 (Preservation of the constance of the Segre characteristic 
through block diagonalization). Let fl be a topological connected space. Let 
A, E C”(QC”lxml) ,..., A, E C”(fi,Cm*xma) be such that diag[A, ,..., A,] 
has a constant Segre characteristic, and for evey t E R, i E (1,. . . , 4, A,(t) 
has a unique eigenvalue a,(t) E Q=, and cy,(t), . . ., a,(t) are distinct. Then 
A ,, . , . , A, have a constant Segre characteristic too. 
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Proof. Let i E (1,. . . , s). By Lemma 3.5, to prove that x(Ai) is constant, 
it is sufficient to prove that for every k l {1,2, . ..), rank(Ai - (Y~Z,+)~ is 
constant. Let k E (1,2,. . .). By [3, Le mma 2.11, it is sufficient to prove that 
rank(A - (Y~Z,$~ is constant on a neighborhood of every point of R. Let 
t, E fi and j E 11,. . . , s). Let rj = rank(Aj - czjZmj)k. Because a(Aj) = {aj}, 
we have oj = (l/mj) trAj, which is continuous. Therefore, by [3, Lemma 
5.4, there exists a neighborhood Nt, c fi! of t, such that rj( t) > rj(t,>, for 
every t E Nt, and j l {l,..., s}. Let A = diadA, ,..., A,] and r = rank A. 
The constancy of x(A) implies the constancy of r. Hence, for every t E NtO, 
ri( t,) < r,(t) = r(t) - C rj( t) = r( to) - C rj( t) 
j#i j#i 
< r(tJ - C rj(to) =ri(to), 
j#i 
which implies that r,(t) = r,(t,>. n 
THEOREM 3.7 (Similarity of class Cp). Let R c R4 be CP-dz@ommphic 
to W. Let A, B E CP( R, C” x”) have a constant Segre churacteristic and be 
such that fm every t E iI, A(t) and B(t) are similar. Then there exists 
P E CP(R, cCzx”) such that A = PBP-‘. 
Proof. Since n is CP-diffeomorphic to Rq, it is simply connected. On 
the other hand, the constancy of the Segre characteristic of A implies the 
constancy of the number s of eigenvalues of A. Therefore, by J16, Theorem 
5.13(a), p. 134, there exist or,. . . , (Y, E Cp(fl,C) such that for every t E fi, 
a,(t), . . . , a,(t) are the s distinct eigenvalues of A(t), and because B(t) is 
similar to A(t), a,(t), . . . , a,(t) are also the s distinct eigenvalues of B(t), 
with the same algebraic multiplicities m r,. . . , m, respectively. Therefore, by 
Theorem 2.2, there exist PA, P, E Cp(fl, Ct”“) and A,, B, E 
CP(R,Q3”‘lXml), . . . , A,, B, E CP(R, Cm*Xms) such that 
A= P,diag[A,,...,A,] Pi’, B= P,diag[B,,...,B,]P;‘, 
+b(t)) =+dt)) = {ak(t>) Vtei-2, kE[l I..., s). 
Let k ~{l,... ,s) and t E R. The similarity of A(t) and B(t) and the 
uniqueness of the Jordan form imply that Ak(t> and B,(t) are similar. On the 
other hand, by Lemma 3.6, X(Ak) = X(Bk) is constant. Therefore, by Lemma 
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3.4, there exists Pk E Cp(sZ,C~:xmk ) such that A, = PkBkPcl. The conclu- 
sion is obtained with 
P= P,diag[P,,..., P,] PiI. n 
COROLLARY 3.8 (Reduction of class CP to Jordan form, with eigenvalues 
in prescribed order). Let ~IcRP be CP-difiomorphic to W. Let (~~,...,a, 
E CP(R,O and A E CP(fI,C”““> b e such that A has a constant Segre 
characteristicandforeverytEn,cu,(t),..., (u,(t) are the distinct eigenvalues 
of A(t). Then there exist m,, . . . , m, E (1,. . . , n}, there exist nilpotent Jordan 
matrices N,,, E 62”‘lxml,. . , N,, E C”‘sXms, and there exists P E Cp(&@~““) 
such that A = PJP- ‘, where J is the Jordan matrix function of class Cp, 
J = diag[ a,Z,, + Nol,. . . , ay,Z_ + N,,] . 
Proof. By Theorem 2.2, there exist m,, . . . ,m, E {I,. . . ,n), A, E 
CP(QQ)~~~~~), . . ., A, E Cp(&Cm~xmS), and Q E CP(fi,C~Xn) such that 
A = Qdiag[A,,...,A,]Q-‘, 
a(A,(t))=(a,(t)j,..., +,W)=bs(~)} VtEcl. 
Let k l (l,..., s), t E fl. Since a,(t) is the only eigenvalue of A,(t), the 
matrix B,(t) = A,(t)- cYk(t)Zml, is nilpotent. Let t, E Cl. Let NOk be a 
Jordan form of Bk(tO). As x(&) = x(Ak) is constant by Lemma 3.6 and the 
only eigenvalue of B, is constant (equal to O), B,(t) is similar to Bk(t,) and 
NOk. Consequently, A,(t) is similar to the Jordan matrix Jk(t) = ak(t)ZmE + 
NOk. Thus A(t) is similar to the Jordan matrix 
which implies that x(J) = x(A). Th e conclusion is obtained by applying 
Theorem 3.7 to A and J. n 
COROLLARY 3.9 (Existence of a reduction to Jordan form of class Cp>. 
Let fl c IV be Cpdiffeomorphic to W. Let A E CP(R, d=” xn) have a constant 
Segre characteristic. Then there exists a Jordan matrix function J E 
Cp(Q,Q=“x”) and there exists P E Cp(fl,C,“““) such that A = PJP-‘. 
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Proof. Since A has a constant Segre characteristic, the number s of its 
eigenvalues is constant. On the other hand, as R is homeomorphic to IV, it is 
simply connected. Therefore, by virtue of [16, Theorem 5.13(a), p. 1341, there 
exist oi,. . . , (Y, E CP(n,C) such that for every t E R, a,(t), . . . , a,(t) are the 
s distinct eigenvalues of A(t). The conclusion is obtained by applying 
Corollary 3.8. 8 
4. UNITARY TRIANGULARIZATION OF CLASS Cp 
LEMMA 4.1 (Condition for a set of continuous maps not to have points of 
bifurcation). Let f2 be a connected topological space. Let F be a Hau.so!u$ 
topological space. Let S c C’(fi, F) be such that the number s of elements of 
the subset S(t) = {f(t) 1 f E S) of F is finite and does not depend on t E R. 
Let t,Efl andf,g ES be such thatf(t,)= g(to). Thenf= g. 
Proof. If s = 1, then S = if], and the conclusion is obvious. Let us 
suppose that s > 1. Let firg = {t E R I f(t) = g(t)). As f(t,) = g(t,), flfg # 
0. Since f and g are continuous and F is a Hausdorff space, R \ a,, is 
open. Let us show that R, is open too. Let t, E Or . Since s >, 2, there 
exist fi,...,f,ES such that f<t,> = g(t,),f&,), . . . , f,f ,) are the s distinct 
elements of S(t,). Because f, g,fs,...,f, are continuous and F is a Haus- 
dorff space, there exists a neighborhood fl 1 C Cl of t, such that for every 
t E 02,, f(t>,fp.(t), . . . ,f,(t> are the s distinct elements of S(t) and also 
gW,f,(t), . . * ,f,(t) are the s distinct elements of S(t), which implies that 
f(t) = g(t), that is to say, fi, Cfinfg. Thus R, is open, and because R is 
connected, it follows that Ktfg = R. n 
LEMMA 4.2 (Transformation of a triangularization of class Cp into a 
unitary triangularization of class Cp with the same diagonal). Let R be an 
open subset of an R-Banach space. Let A, P, T- E Cp(fi, Cnx”) be such that 
the matrix function P-’ exists on all Q, T’ is upper triangular, and A = Pi’P- ‘. 
Then there exists an upper triangular matrix function T E CP(R, CnXn) and 
there exists U E Cp(fi,@~xn) such that A = UTU-‘, U-’ = V*, and T and T’ 
have the same diagonal. 
Proof. By [4, Corollary 3.31, there exists an upper triangular matrix 
function S E Cp(L&CnXn), and there exists U E CP(fl,C~““> such that P = 
US and U-l= U*. Then A = UTU-‘, where T = @S-’ is upper triangular, 
because S, f, and S-’ are so. For every i E (1,. . . , n}, let si,, tii, and fiii 
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denote the ith element of the diagonal of S, T, and f respectively. It is well 
known that 
0 # det S(t) = sii( t) * * * s,,(t) Vt E R, 
tii = siifiis,;1 = fii ViE{l,...,n}. m 
In the following theorem, we establish the existence of a unitary triangu- 
larization of class CP of an n X n matrix function A under the hypothesis that 
the Segre characteristic of A is constant. This hypothesis seems natural for 
reduction to Jordan form of class C P, but too strong for triangularization 
alone. We prove the theorem by induction on n, by reducing A to the form 
[“d AV,]' 
Trying to establish the theorem with a weaker hypothesis (H,), we fail to 
prove that A, _ i satisfies hypothesis (H n _ 1) in order to apply the hypothesis 
of induction to A,_i, except when (H,,) is the strong hypothesis that x(A) is 
constant. In this case, the only way we found to prove that ,y(A,_,) 
is constant too is to reduce A to Jordan form, which is not the optimum way 
to compute a triangular form of A. The problem of weakening the hypothesis 
remains open. 
THEOREM 4.3 (Existence of a unitary triangularization of class Cp with 
diagonal elements in prescribed order). Let Cl c Rq be CP-d@mnmphic to 
RF. Lf?t ffl,..., cxn E CP(Q@) and A E CP(Q@“x”) be such that A has a 
constant Segre characteristic and 
Then there exists an upper triangular matrix function T = (tij> E Cp(ll, a=“““> 
and there exists U E Cp(n,c,“““) such that A = UTU-‘, U-l= U*, and for 
every i E (1,. . . , n), tii = cq. 
Proof. Let us prove the theorem by induction on n E {1,2,. . .). If n = 1, 
then U = [l] ,and T = A = [a,] are suitable. Let n, E (2,3,. . . ] be such that 
the theorem is valid when n E (1,. . . , n,, -l}. Let us suppose that n = n,. 
Since A has a constant Segre characteristic, its number s of eigenvalues is 
constant. Let t, E R. As a(A(t,)) = (a,(t,), . . . , a,(@) possesses s distinct 
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elements, there exist i,, . . . , i, E { 1, . . . , n) such that i, = 1 and 
oi,(r,)>. . * > cw,{t,) are the s distinct eigenvalues of Act,). Then by Lemma 
4.1, q,(t), . . . , cr,{t) are the s distinct eigenvalues of A(t), for every t E R. 
Therefore, by Corollary 3.8, there exist m,, . . . ,m, E (1,. . . , n}, there exist 
nilpotent Jordan matrices N,, E CmlXml,. . . , N,,, E CmsXms, and there exists 
QE CP(!&C~““) such that A = QJQ-‘, where J is the following Jordan 
matrix function of class Cp: 
] = diag[ oilZml + N,, , . . . , oi,Im, + N,,,] . 
Since i, = 1, J has the form 
where a, E C1x(n-l) is [l 0 * . . O] or [O * . . 01 or [II, and 
N,,, being the nilpotent Jordan matrix obtained from N,,, by canceling its 
first row and its first column. Because oil(t), . . . , a,Jt> are distinct for every 
t E R, x(J,__~> is constant. On the other hand, 
det[&-A(t)] =det[&-J(t)] =[z--(y,(t)]det[zZ,_,-a,_,] 
hence 
Therefore, by the hypothesis of induction, there exists an upper triangular 
matrix function T,,_, = ((I’,_,),) E Cp(O,C=(n-l)x(“-l)), and there exist 
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R,_, E ~p(R,C~_-ir)~(“-‘)) such that J,_i =_Rn_-lTn_-lR;ll, and for every 
i E{l,..., n -l}, (T,,_,)ii = qtl. Then A = PTP-‘, where 
P=Q[ ii R.4,]> r=(i.,)=[; .;;;1], 
and iii = q for every i E (1,. . . , n}. The conclusion is obtained by applying 
Lemma 4.2. W 
The following corollary deals with the case where the eigenvalues of A 
are not furnished. 
COROLLARY 4.4 (Existence of a unitary triangularization of class Cp>. Let 
R c W be Cp-diffeomorphic to Rq. Let A E Cr(LR,@“x”) have a constant 
Segre characteristic. Then there exists an upper triangular matrix function 
T E Cp(fl,Q=“X”) and there exists U E CP(Qc~““) such that A = UTU-’ 
and U-’ = U*. 
Proof. By Corollary 3.9, there exists a triangularization of class Cp of A, 
which may be transformed into a unitary one by Lemma 4.2. n 
5. APPLICATIONS TO MATRIX DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
LEMMA 5.1 (Iterative expression of the kth derivative of A = PJP-‘1. 
Let fl be un open subset of R. Let p E {1,2,.. .}, J E Cp(fi,~nx”), and 
P E CP(fi,~~xfl). Let A = PJP-‘, X = P-‘P’, A, = J, and 
A k+l=[X,Ak]+A’k Vk~(0 ,..., p-1). 
Then 
A, ECp-k(.,@nxn), Ack)= PAkP-’ Vk E (0,. . . , p) . 
Proof. Let us prove the conclusion by induction on k. By definition, 
A(“=A= PA,P-‘EC~(~,@“~“). Let k l (O,...,p-1) be such that A, E 
CPmk(fi > C”““) and Ack)= PA,P-‘. Then A k+l is of class Cp-k-‘, and 
A(k+i)=(PAkP-‘)‘r: P’A, P-’ + PA; P-’ - PAkP-lP’P-’ 
=P(XAk+A;-AkX)P-‘=PAk+iP-‘. 
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THEOREM 5.2 (Transformation of a polynomial matrix differential equation 
of order p into a matrix differential equation of order p - 1 joined to a linear 
one of order 1). Let R be an open subset of R. Let p E {1,2,. . .I. Let p be a 
continuously parametrized polynomial in p + 1 matrices of the form 
VteR, M, ,..., M+Znxn, 
where s,ql,.. . ,q, E {kg,.. .I, fl,. . .,f, E C’(fi,Q and 
kijE(o,...,p}, nijE(1,2,...} Vi={1 ,..,, s}, Vj=(l,..., Q}. 
Let J E CP(fl,Cnx”> and P E V(Q@E”“). Let X = PIP-l, Y = P-‘P’, and 
yo=_l> Y,+,=[Y,Y,]+Y,' VkE(O,...,p-1). 
Then the following two relations are equivalent: 
k+,x(t),x’(t) ,...) x@‘(t))=0 VtER, (a) 
P(t,Yo(t),Y,(t),...,Y,(t)) = 0 VtEn. (P) 
Proof. By Lemma 5.1, 
x(k)= pykp-l Vk ~{O>...,pj, 
which implies that 
(X(Jq”‘J = ( pykijp-‘)“ij = pyqp-1 ViE{l,..., S}, Vji{l,...,qJ. 
Hence 
P(tm),X’(t),..., X(?t))= P(t)P(t,Yo(t),Y,(t),...,Y,(t))P-l(t) 
Vt=R, 
and the conclusion follows. n 
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METHOD 5.3. Theorem 5.2 shows that the following method may be 
tried to compute a particular solution of a nonlinear matrix differential 
equation of the form 
p(t,X(t),x’(t) ,...1 P)(t))=0 VtEo, (ff) 
where p has the form stated in Theorem 5.2: 
(1) Choose the Jordan form J E CP(sZ,C”““) of the desired particular 
solution X E Cp(QCnx”) of (cz). 
(2) Find a particular solution Y E CP-‘(fi,Cnxn) of 
P(t>Y,(t),Y,(t) >*.., Y O))=O, (P> 
where 
&=_I, Yk+l= [Y,Yk]+Yi VkE{O ,..., p-l}. 
(3) Find a particular solution P E Cp(fl,c~xn> of the linear matrix 
differential equation 
P’= PY. 
(4) Compute 
x = PIP-1 
by solving the equation XP = PJ. 
REMARK 5.4. 
(a) It is easy to see by induction that (p> is a differential equation of 
order < p - 1 in the unknown matrix function Y. In particular, if p = 1, then 
(p) is an algebraic equation. 
(b) Method 5.3 may fail. For example, we will see in the next section an 
example of differential equation of the form (a) whose solutions are necessar- 
ily nilpotent. In this case, J must be choosen nilpotent; otherwise Equation 
(p) has no solution. 
(c) When p > 1, Theorem 5.2 permits us to reduce the nonlinear differ- 
ential equation ((Y) of order p to the differential equation (p) of order 
Q p - 1 in Y joined to the linear differential equation P’ = PY of order 1 in 
P. But generally, Equation (p) has not the form of Equation ((u), and Method 
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5.3 cannot be applied to it. For example, the matrix differential equation of 
order 2 
XX” = X”X 
may be reduced by applying Method 5.3 to the matrix differential equation 
[J$wJ111 +~LmJ’ll +LL~wll =o> (*> 
of order 1 in Y, joined to the linear differential equation P’ = PY of order one 
in P, but Method 5.3 cannot be applied to Equation (* 1, because this 
equation has not the form of Equation ((Y). Indeed, the only matrices in (a) 
are X(t) and its derivatives, while (*> contains also J(t). 
6. APPLICATION TO THE MATRIX DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 
XX’-X’X=X 
LEMMA 6.1 (Reduction of the differential equation XX’ - X’X = X to an 
algebraic equation). Let fi be an open subset of R. Let J E C’(R, cnx”) be 
aJordan matrixfunction. Let P E C’(fl,@~““). Let X = PIP-’ and Y = P-‘P’. 
Then 
XX’-X’X=X * ZJYJ-52Y-Y]“=]. 
Proof. Let Y, = ] and Y, = [Y, Y,] + Yd. Then by virtue of Theorem 5.2, 
XX’-X’X=X - Y,Y, - Y,Y, = Y, 
cJ l(Yl-1y+I’)-(Yl-ly+l’)l=l 
s=a SJYJ-]“Y-Y]2+[],]‘]=], 
and it remains to show that [],]‘I = 0. S ince ] is a Jordan matrix function of 
class c’, there exist s,m,, . . . , m, E {1,2,. .I, aI,. . , a, E C’(fL@), and there 
exist nilpotent matrices N,,, E C”‘l Xml,. . . , No, E @m~Xm~ such that n = 
m,+ .* * + m, and 
]=diag[a,Z,,+N,, ,..., a,Z,8+N,,]. 
Hence 
[],~]=diag[[alZ,1+N,l,~;Z,l],...,[a,I,~+N,,,~:Z~~]]=0. . 
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LEMMA 6.2 (Nilpotency of the solutions of the equation XX’- X’X = X). 
Let F be a field with characteristic 0. Let A, B E Fnx” be such that 
AB - BA = A. Then A is nilpotent. 
Proof. The hypothesis AB - BA = A implies that AB - BA commutes 
with A. Therefore, by [13, Lemma 6.171 (lemma due to N. Jacobson), 
AB - BA is nilpotent, that is to say, A is nilpotent. n 
In order to find a solution of the equation XX’ - X’X = X, it is much 
faster to first apply Method 5.3 to 2 X2, 3 X3, and 4 X4 matrices and then 
generalize the result. This process is used in Application 6.3 and Theorem 
6.4 below. 
APPLICATION 6.3 (Computation of a particular solution of XX’ - X’X = X 
when n = 4). Let us apply Method 5.3 to the matrix differential equation 
XX’ - X’X = X when n = 4. By Lemma 6.2, we must choose the Jordan form 
of X nilpotent. Let us choose the particular nilpotent Jordan matrix 
0 1 0 0 
JrJ 0 0 1 = Jo4 = I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1’ 0 
We try to find P such that X = PJ, P- ’ is a solution of XX’ - X’X = X. By 
Lemma 6.1, Y = ( yij) = P- ‘P’ must be a solution of 
2l,Yl, - J17”Y - y1; = I, 
By direct computation, we obtain that this equation is equivalent to 
- - - - - - y31 2Y2, Y32 2Y22 Y33 Yll 2Yz3 y34 y12 
- - - - - - y41 2y31 y42 2y32 y43 YH 2y33 y44 y22 
0 2Y,, 2Y,, - y31 2y43 - y32 
0 0 - Y41 - y42 0 1 0 0 
=o [ 0 10 1 0 0 0 1’ 0 0 0 0 
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Hence, we deduce that the general solution of the equation 2JYJ - J2Y - 
YJ2=J is 
Y13 Y14 
Y23 Y24 
2y22- Yll 2y2,- Yl2 ’ 
3 
2 3y22 -2Yll 1 where yll> ~12~ y13, y14, yzz7 ~23~ ~24 E c’(R, C) may be chosen arbitrarily. Let 
us choose the particular solution 
0 0 0 0 
Y, = 
0 2 0 0 
of the equation 2JYJ - J2Y - YJ” = J, and the particular solution P,, defined 
p,(t) = 
10 00 
;t 1 0 0 
$t” 2t 1 0 
$3 $2 ft 1 ‘I VteR 
of the linear differential equation P’= PYp. Thus, we obtain the particular 
solution 
x,(t) = g,wlpwppw’ = 1 -3 2t 1 0 0 -32 it -1 _ ;1 1 0 it VteR, 1 
0 0 -3 4t 2 ;t 
I 
which turns out to be of the second degree and tridiagonal: 
Xp( t) = A, + tA, + t2A2 vt=[W, 
A, = 
O4 
0 
This solution suggested to us 
solution of the second degree, 
Xp( t) = A,, + 
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where A,, = Jo4, A, = diag[- t, - i, i, $1, and 
-1 0 0 -a 0' 1 0 
the existence and the form of a particular 
tA, + t2A, VtelR, 
of the matrix differential equation XX’ - X’X = X, in the general case where 
n E {2,3,. . .}. We conjectured that A,, = I,,,,, A, will be diagonal, A, will be 
subdiagonal, and we found the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6.4 (Particular solution of the second degree of XX’ - X’X = X). 
Let 
A,,= 
n+l 
a,=k-- 
2 
Vk ~{l,...,n}, 
b =_k(n--k) 
k 4 
Vk ~(l,...,n-1}, 
A,= 
1 , A,= 1 0 
il * 0 
0 * b”Y,O 
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Then the matrix function X defined by 
X(t) = A, + tA, + t2A2 VtER 
is a solution of the matrix differential equation 
XX’- X’X = x. 
Proof. 
[X(t)J’(t)l = [A, + tA, + t2A,, A, +2tA,] 
=[A,,A,]+2t[A,,A,]+ tZ[A1,A2] tit ER. 
It follows that 
XX’-X’X=X - [&,>A,] = A,, 2[A,,A,] = A,, [A,,A,] =A,, 
and an immediate computation shows that A,,A,,A, satisfy these three 
equations. 1 
The authors thank the two referees fm their thorough checking of this 
paper, and fm so many relevant suggestions that only a part of them have 
been fulfilled soon enough for this special issue. 
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